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Are you an "innovator"? 

Are you an entrepreneur? 

What you have innovated

Briefly in 500 words share your idea of 

Innovation 

What assistance will you 

need? 

What is your 

experience?

How your idea contribute to 

your Society / Nation ?

Do you needs Funds

1-15-2023 17:13:55 priyankathakur081@gmail.co

m

Priyanka Thakur 2100936430 MCA_NEW 2800p 8100975091 Information 

Technology

While I do not consider 

myself as an innovator yet 

but I wish to invent 

something meaningful 

that'll help contribute to the 

betterment of the society

My idea of innovation would be creating an 

affordable yet effective solution to replace 

plastic water bottles,since this is yet one of the 

key challenges that posses treat to not only 

our society but to the greater extent. There are 

light weight metal water bottles yet they are not 

that affordable and hasn't reached to every 

section of the society.

I would need some research 

and development with 

understanding of chemical 

compositions that would 

effectively store the water at it's 

apt temperature

0 This would help to reduce and 

eliminate the plastic wastes to a 

very large extent ,one of the 

critical threats to the mankind 

as well as the ocean and 

marine life.

Yes.It would be mainly 

on the efforts and 

material costs. 

1-15-2023 21:25:05 rohitshaw2036@gmail.com Rohit Kumar Shaw 2000301625 MCA 2800P 7278056133
Python, Php and 

cloud servers

i'm think about this project. 

also i had my blog site 

called "https:/casmsite,org"

An online t-shirt store that partners with artists 

and designers to create unique and exclusive 

designs. Customers can browse and purchase 

t-shirts featuring these designs, and a 

percentage of each sale is paid to the artist or 

designer as royalty. The store could also offer 

a platform for artists and designers to submit 

their designs for consideration and allow 

customers to vote on which designs should be 

produced and sold on the site. 

This creates a win-win situation for the store 

and the designers, as the store gets a steady 

stream of fresh and unique designs to sell 

while the designers earn money from their 

work.

To take this idea further, the online t-shirt store 

could also offer a customization feature where 

customers can personalize a t-shirt with their 

text or image. This would add an extra layer of 

uniqueness and appeal to the store and could 

also be a great way to attract customers 

looking for something truly one-of-a-kind.

Additionally, the store could explore different 

ways to engage and interact with customers, 

such as hosting design contests, offering 

discounts for customers who share the store 

on social media, or creating a referral program 

where customers can earn discounts for 

referring friends and family to the store.

scaling out my project 1-2
it's help to generate jobs and 

nation will get tax too.
Yes


